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Robyn Cooper was a member of the editorial advisory board of Australian Feminist Studies from its first issue until her retirement from the University of Sydney on medical grounds in 1996. As an ardent* but always very humorous* feminist, she enjoyed her role on the journal, applying her acute intelligence and her sharp and even acerbic wit both to the articles she read and to some of the more abstruse feminist debates that occurred in Australian Feminist Studies, as elsewhere, in the course of the 1970s and 1980s.
Although Robyn's formal discipline was art history, she was in reality a historian of ideas, fascinated by the working out of a range of different concepts and ideas in literary and visual form. For her, a painting was a thing to be read more in terms of its content and context, its symbols and layers of meaning, than of its formal artistic qualities. Her choice of nineteenth-century English art as a field was one that lent itself particularly well to this approach. A visit with her to the Art Gallery of New South Wales, or indeed to any collection of nineteenth-and/or early twentieth-century art, was a riveting experience and one came away with an extraordinarily enriched sense of the world from which paintings had emerged and of their many different meanings.
As a colleague and close friend who shared Robyn's interest in Victorian England, and its thought and culture, I was struck by her capacity to take up questions and issues that later came to be important long before anyone else had begun to discuss them. This is evident in her master's thesis, looking at English views and constructions of Italy, but equally in the interest she took in the 1970s in Victorian ideas of manliness when no one had seriously subjected the concept of masculinity to analysis, or indeed in her last academic project on changing ideals of beauty.
The full extent of Robyn's intelligence and insight was known only to colleagues and students as she wrote relatively little, and published even less. Thus her medal-winning master's dissertation, which would have made a wonderful book, can be read only in typescript in the Power Library. While she talked often about publishing her Sussex PhD on Ruskin and the Pre-Raphaelites, it never saw the light of day. Robyn was a perfectionist whose work only rarely met her own high standards. But these standards can certainly be Robyn's many abilities were greatly appreciated by colleagues and students who attended her lectures and her seminars. Her intellectual range and scope was evident to the full in the honours course on Victorian Studies that we taught together over many years. This was the first interdisciplinary honours course at Sydney that was taught by members of the English, History and Fine Arts Departments. Robyn was a pioneer here as she had been earlier in introducing women's studies, beginning in 1979 with an interdisciplinary course on images of women in art and in the media, followed in 1980 by the first course in Australia on women artists, which she taught with Julie Ewington and Virginia Spate.
Robyn's academic career was cut tragically short by the after-effects of the brain tumour which was diagnosed and removed in 1980. She spent many years valiantly fighting to maintain both her career and life she had lived with such zest. Her courage in those early years after the tumour was remarkable, and both her spirit and humour were evident in the annual survival parties held on her birthday in January of each year. But increasing deafness and memory loss finally made it impossible for her to continue teaching and she retired at the early age of 54.
Freed of the demands and restrictions of academic work, Robyn turned her attention to other forms of writing of a rather more autobiographical kind. She first published 'Tumouresque: On Having and Surviving a Brain Tumour', an essay that was both very moving and characteristically humorous in its treatment of her illness and its impact on her life (in Eureka Street). This was followed by 'Mr Pooter (1969Á1982) : The World's Most Disgusting Dog?' in Southerly, in which Robyn gently ridiculed both herself and the revolting dog to which she had been so very devoted. But even this writing became too difficult as Robyn battled increasing memory loss, which made it impossible either to master the use of a computer or to hold the stories clearly in her mind.
For as long as possible, and with the support of family and friends, Robyn continued to live a full life, attending concerts, visiting galleries and travelling both interstate and overseas. She even tried an African safari one year, but this was rather beyond her powers. Robyn's final years were sad ones, but she retained her humour and her very great charm almost to the very end.
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